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Austenland Bk. 1 Shannon Hale 2007
Austenland Shannon Hale 2010-08-10 For readers of Waiting for Tom Hanks and Well Met, a
“gloriously satisfying” (Glamour) romantic comedy set at a Jane Austen fantasy resort from New
York Times bestselling author Shannon Hale. Now a major motion picture starring Keri Russell and
produced by Stephenie Meyer. Jane Hayes is a young New Yorker with a real romantic problem: no
man she meets can compare to her one true love-Mr. Darcy from Jane Austen's Pride and
Prejudice. But when a wealthy relative bequeaths her a trip to an English resort for Austen
fanatics, Jane's fantasies of meeting the perfect Regency-era gentleman suddenly become realer
than she ever could have imagined. Dressed in empire waist gowns and torn between a sexy
gardener and an actor playing the brooding Darcy role, Jane ﬁnds herself mastering the rules of
etiquette and of the resort's ﬂirtatious games. But when it's time to bid Austenland goodbye, can
Jane really leave her fantasies-and the two men who've played into them-behind? In this
addictive, charming, and entirely delightful story, Shannon Hale brings out the Jane Austen
obsessive in all of us.
Kind of a Big Deal Shannon Hale 2020-08-25 From Shannon Hale, bestselling author of
Austenland, comes Kind of a Big Deal: a hilarious, madcap story that will suck you in—literally.
There's nothing worse than peaking in high school. Nobody knows that better than Josie Pie. She
was kind of a big deal—she dropped out of high school to be a star! But the bigger you are, the
harder you fall. And Josie fell. Hard. Ouch. Broadway dream: dead. Meanwhile, her life keeps
imploding. Best friend: distant. Boyfriend: busy. Mom: not playing with a full deck? Desperate to
escape, Josie gets into reading. Literally. She reads a book and suddenly she's inside it. And with
each book, she’s a diﬀerent character: a post-apocalyptic heroine, the lead in a YA rom-com, a
17th century wench in a corset. It’s alarming. But also . . . kind of amazing? It’s the perfect way to
live out her fantasies. Book after book, Josie the failed star ﬁnds a new way to shine. But the
longer she stays in a story, the harder it becomes to escape. Will Josie ﬁnd a story so good that
she just stays forever?
Ever After High: Once Upon a Time Shannon Hale 2014-10-21 Read these exclusive
introductions to all your favorite characters to ﬁnd out what their lives are like at home! A new
chapter is about to begin at Ever After High, and all the students are preparing to start their
Legacy Year. In just a few weeks it will be Legacy Day when they will sign the Storybook of
Legends and commit to live out their fairy-tale destiny, repeating the famous stories of their
parents. This volume collects together for the ﬁrst time 12 short tales, including ﬁve BRAND-NEW
stories. For the ﬁrst time, ﬁnd out what Dexter and Darling Charming, Cedar Wood, Lizzie Hearts
and Kitty Cheshire were doing just before school started. This collection also includes the stories
of Apple White, Raven Queen, Madeline Hatter, Briar Beauty, Ashlynn Ella and Hunter Huntsman,
and the fairy tale The Tale of Two Sisters, which were previously only available online. Don't miss
this Once Upon a Time special edition of enchanting stories by bestselling and Newbery honorwinning author Shannon Hale.
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Itty-Bitty Kitty-Corn Shannon Hale 2021-03-23 From bestselling superstar duo Shannon Hale
and LeUyen Pham comes a delightful kitty and unicorn story that celebrates the magic of
friendship—and being exactly who you want to be! Kitty thinks she might be a unicorn. She feels
so perfectly unicorn-y! “Neigh!” says Kitty. But when Unicorn clop clop clops over, sweeping his
magniﬁcent tail and neighing a mighty neigh, Kitty feels no bigger than a ball of lint. Can this
unlikely pair embrace who they are, and truly see one another? In their ﬁrst picture book
together, the magical, bestselling team of Shannon Hale and LeUyen Pham put their horns
together for the most heart-bursting, tail-twitching, fuzzy-feeling, perfectly unicorn-y story
imaginable.
Rapunzel's Revenge Shannon Hale 2011-11-04 Rapunzel escapes her tower-prison all on her own,
only to discover a world beyond what she'd ever known before. Determined to rescue her real
mother and to seek revenge on her kidnapper would-be mother, Rapunzel and her very long
braids team up with Jack (of Beanstalk fame) and together they perform daring deeds and rescues
all over the western landscape, eventually winning the justice they so well deserve.
Monster High/Ever After High: The Legend of Shadow High Shannon Hale 2017-10-17 A dangerous
story is bubbling and almost all the Narrators are scared to tell it. Cracks in the World of Stories
are spreading, and the ominous Shadow High is gaining power. Only one young, brave Narrator,
Brooke Page, is ready to tell this tale. As the ﬁrst cracks show, Frankie and Draculaura are
accidentally transported to Ever After High, where they meet Raven Queen and Apple White. After
the girls recover from the shock of learning that fairytales and monsters are real, they discover
that the Evil Queen has escaped her mirror prison in search of the ultimate power, hidden in
Shadow High. Frankie, Raven, Draculaura, Apple, and Brooke must stop the Evil Queen and save
the World of Stories from the evil that lurks in Shadow High! ©2017 Mattel. All Rights Reserved.
Forest Born Shannon Hale 2010-07-05 Rin, Razo's little sister, is haunted by the forest she has
always loved. When Razo invites her back to the city to be one of Queen Ani's waiting women, she
happily accepts . . . only to end up on the adventure of her lifetime, following the queen, Enna and
Dasha into the countryside in search of a ﬁre-starting enemy that no one can see. As she learns
more about the three women's magical talents, she ﬁnds her own strength comes from places
both expected - the forest - and unexpected - the sound of her own voice. A brilliant addition to
the Books of Bayern, this book is a treat for fans of this series, and stands alone for readers who
might be discovering the joys of Shannon Hale's writing for the ﬁrst time.
As Weekends Go Jan Brigden 2016-09-07 A woman learns how to live for herself over one
incredible weekend, in a fun-ﬁlled romantic romp “written with a sure touch and a big heart” (Lisa
Jewell). When Rebecca Staﬀord’s friend convinces her to get away from it all at the fabulous
Hawksley Manor hotel, the timing couldn’t be better. Pampering and relaxation is just what
Rebecca needs to distract her from the creeping suspicion that her husband is hiding something
from her. She never imagined that by the end of the weekend she would have dined with
celebrities or danced the night away in exclusive clubs. Nor could she have predicted she would
meet a famous soccer player, or that he would be the one to show Rebecca that she deserved so
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much more . . . But no matter how amazing a weekend is, it’s always back to reality come Monday
morning . . . or is it? “I loved this gorgeous love story.” —Lisa Jewell
Diana: Princess of the Amazons Dean Hale 2020-01-07 Eleven-year-old Diana leads an idyllic life
on the island of Themyscira. Cut oﬀ from the rest of the world, she's beginning to feel a little
alone. Though she has a loving mother and many "aunties," she is an only child. In fact, she's the
only child on the entire island! After an escapade goes wrong, Diana gets in trouble for not living
up to the Amazonian standard. She just can't seem to measure up no matter what she does.
Every other person on the island is an adult proﬁcient in their trade and mighty in body, while she
is gangly, sometimes clumsy, and not particularly good at anything. She's not Wonder
Woman...yet, anyway. What Diana needs is a friend; someone her own age whom she can talk to.
But when she decides to take matters into her own hands, she encounters the unexpected!
Austenland Shannon Hale 2008-05-27 Jane is a young New York woman who can never seem to
ﬁnd the right man—perhaps because of her secret obsession with Mr. Darcy, as played by Colin
Firth in the BBC adaptation of Pride and Prejudice. When a wealthy relative bequeaths her a trip to
an English resort catering to Austen-obsessed women, however, Jane’s fantasies of meeting the
perfect Regency-era gentleman suddenly become more real than she ever could have imagined.
Is this total immersion in a fake Austenland enough to make Jane kick the Austen obsession for
good, or could all her dreams actually culminate in a Mr. Darcy of her own?Don't miss Shannon
Hale's next book, Midnight in Austenland, a mystery set at Pemberly available in February, 2012.
Book of a Thousand Days Shannon Hale 2010-05-03 When a beautiful princess refuses to
marry the prince her father has chosen, her father is furious and locks her in a tower. She has
seven long years of solitude to think about her insolence. But the princess is not entirely alone she has her maid, Dashti. Petulant and spoilt, the princess eats the food in their meagre store as if
she were still at court, and Dashti soon realises they must either escape or slowly starve. But
during their captivity, resourceful Dashti discovers that there is something far more sinister
behind her princess's fears of marrying the prince, and when they do break free from the tower,
they ﬁnd a land laid to waste and the kingdom destroyed. They were safe in the tower, now they
are at the mercy of the evil prince with a terrible secret. Thrilling, captivating, and a masterful
example of storytelling at its best. The princess's maid is a feisty and thoroughly modern heroine,
in this wonderfully timeless story.
The Princess in Black and the Hungry Bunny Horde Shannon Hale 2017-06-27 It’s a case of
monstrous cuteness in the third book of the New York Times best-selling series as the Princess in
Black encounters a new challenge: a ﬁeld overrun by adorable bunnies. Princess Magnolia and her
unicorn, Frimplepants, are on their way to have brunch with Princess Sneezewort when Princess
Magnolia’s glitter-stone ring rings. The monster alarm! After a quick change in the secret cave,
Princess Magnolia and Frimplepants are transformed into the Princess in Black and her faithful
pony, Blacky. But when they get to the goat pasture, all they can see is a ﬁeld full of darling little
bunnies. Where are the monsters? Are these bunnies as innocent as they appear?
The Goose Girl Shannon Hale 2010-05-03 'Hale's writing is beautiful, with a vivid eye for detail'
Daily Telegraph Anidora-Kiladra Talianna Isilee, Crown Princess of Kilindree, spent the ﬁrst years
of her life listening to her aunt's incredible stories, and learning the language of the birds. Little
knowing how valuable her aunt's strange knowledge would prove to be when she grew older.
From the Grimm's fairy tale of the princess who became a goose girl before she could become a
queen, Shannon Hale has woven an incredible, original and magical tale of a girl who must
understand her own incredible talents before she can overcome those who wish her harm.
Shannon Hale has drawn on her incredible gift for storytelling to create a powerful and magical
grown-up fairytale.
Dangerous Shannon Hale 2014-04-10 Maisie 'Danger' Brown needs excitement. When she wins a
harmless-sounding competition to go to astronaut boot camp, that's exactly what she gets . . . But
she never imagined it would feature stumbling into a terrifying plot that kills her friends and might
just kill her too. Now there's no going back. Maisie has to live by her middle name if she wants to
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survive – and she'll need to be equally courageous to untangle the romance in her life too. A
clever, suspenseful thriller-adventure by New York Times bestselling author and master storyteller
Shannon Hale.
Sweet Home Alaska Carole Estby Dagg 2016-02-02 This exciting pioneering story, based on
actual events, introduces readers to a fascinating chapter in American history, when FDR set up a
New Deal colony in Alaska to give loans and land to families struggling during the Great
Depression. Terpsichore can’t wait to follow in Laura Ingalls Wilder’s footsteps . . . now she just
has to convince her mom. It’s 1934, and times are tough for their family. To make a fresh start,
Terpsichore’s father signs up for President Roosevelt’s Palmer Colony project, uprooting them
from Wisconsin to become pioneers in Alaska. Their new home is a bit of a shock—it’s a town still
under construction in the middle of the wilderness, where the residents live in tents and share a
community outhouse. But Terpsichore’s not about to let ﬁrst impressions get in the way of this
grand adventure. Tackling its many unique challenges with her can-do attitude, she starts making
things happen to make Alaska seem more like home. Soon, she and her family are able to start
settling in and enjoying their new surroundings—everyone except her mother, that is. So, in order
to stay, Terpsichore hatches a plan to convince her that it’s a wonderful—and civilized—place to
live . . . a plan that’s going to take all the love, energy, and Farmer Boy expertise Terpsichore can
muster.
The Human Invasion Jamie Smart 2021 "Since he crash-landed to Earth in a rocket, Monkey has
been causing absolute mayhem! Bunny and the gang (Squirrel, Pig [the Pig], Action Beaver, and
Skunky the Inventor) have almost had enough. In this rollicking comic extravaganza, the pintsized friends must tackle a helliphant, rocket-powered hot air balloons, and the most mindboggling creatures of all... hew-mans..."--Publisher.
The Princess in Black and the Mysterious Playdate Shannon Hale 2018-05-08 Noseholes and
elephants! A pet-eating monster interrupts a perfect playdate with Princess Sneezewort. . . . But
who is that new masked avenger? Princess Magnolia and Princess Sneezewort have plans . . .
mysterious plans, like a princess playdate! They dress-up slam! They karaoke jam! But then a
shout from outside Princess Sneezewort's castle interrupts their fun. It’s a monster! This is a job
for the Princess in Black. Yet when the Princess in Black gets there, she ﬁnds only a masked
stranger and no monster in sight. But all is not as it seems! Action and humor abound in this ode
to friendship that proves that when shape-shifting monsters intrude on your plans, two heroes are
better than one.
Austenland Shannon Hale 2013-02-28 Jane is a young New York woman who can never seem to
ﬁnd the right man-perhaps because of her secret obsession with Mr. Darcy, as played by Colin
Firth in the BBC adaptation of Pride and Prejudice. When a wealthy relative bequeaths her a trip to
an English resort catering to Austen-obsessed women, however, Jane's fantasies of meeting the
perfect Regency-era gentleman suddenly become more real than she ever could have imagined.
Is this total immersion in a fake Austenland enough to make Jane kick the Austen obsession for
good, or could all her dreams actually culminate in a Mr. Darcy of her own? In this addictive,
charming and compassionate story, Shannon Hale brings out the Jane Austen obsessive in all of
us.
Palace of Stone Shannon Hale 2013 The New York Times bestselling sequel to the NewberyHonor-winning Princess Academy continues the compelling fantasy by an author to compare with
Cornelia Funke and Eva Ibbotson
Friends Forever Shannon Hale 2021-08-31 Following up their mega-bestselling Real Friends and
Best Friends graphic memoirs, Shannon Hale and LeUyen Pham are back with Friends Forever, a
story about learning to love yourself exactly as you are. Shannon is in eighth grade, and life is
more complicated than ever. Everything keeps changing, her classmates are starting to date each
other (but nobody wants to date her!), and no matter how hard she tries, Shannon can never
seem to just be happy. As she works through her insecurities and undiagnosed depression, she
worries about disappointing all the people who care about her. Is something wrong with her? Can
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she be the person everyone expects her to be? And who does she actually want to be? With their
signature humor, warmth, and insight, Shannon Hale and LeUyen Pham have crafted another
incredible love letter to their younger selves and to readers everywhere, a reminder to us all that
we are enough.
River Secrets Shannon Hale 2010-05-03 War between Bayern and Tira is ﬁnally over. To cement
the peace with their old sworn enemies, a group from each kingdom will cross to the other for a
'season of friendship'. At ﬁrst all is well, but mysterious events in the Tiran capital arouse
suspicions and anger bubbles just beneath the surface. Enna's friend Razo must ﬁnd out who is
masterminding these events before it's too late and they ﬁnd themselves trapped in the heart of
Tira as war breaks out.
The Storybook of Legends Shannon Hale 2013 At Ever After High, an enchanting boarding school,
the children of fairytale legends prepare themselves to fulﬁll their destinies as the next generation
of Snow Whites, Prince Charmings and Evil Queens . . . whether they want to or not. Each year on
Legacy Day, students sign the Storybook of Legends to seal their scripted fates. For generations,
the Village of Book End has whispered that refusing to sign means The End - both for a story and
for a life. As the daughter of the Evil Queen, Raven Queen's destiny is to follow in her mother's
wicked footsteps, but evil is so not Raven's style. She's starting to wonder, what if she rewrote her
own story? The royal Apple White, daughter of the Fairest of Them All, has a happy ever after
planned for herself, but it depends upon Raven feeding her a poison apple in their future. What if
Raven doesn't sign the Storybook of Legends? It could mean a happily never after for them both.
The Storybook of Legends Shannon Hale 2013-10-08 At Ever After High, an enchanting boarding
school, the children of fairytale legends prepare themselves to fulﬁll their destinies as the next
generation of Snow Whites, Prince Charmings and Evil Queens . . . whether they want to or not.
Each year on Legacy Day, students sign the Storybook of Legends to seal their scripted fates. For
generations, the Village of Book End has whispered that refusing to sign means The End - both for
a story and for a life. As the daughter of the Evil Queen, Raven Queen's destiny is to follow in her
mother's wicked footsteps, but evil is so not Raven's style. She's starting to wonder, what if she
rewrote her own story? The royal Apple White, daughter of the Fairest of Them All, has a happy
ever after planned for herself, but it depends upon Raven feeding her a poison apple in their
future. What if Raven doesn't sign the Storybook of Legends? It could mean a happily never after
for them both.
Books of Bayern Series Bundle: Books 1 - 4 Shannon Hale 2020-01-07 Ani needs to embrace her
gift before she can become queen. Enna learns how to control the ﬂames before they consume
her. Razo embarks on a special mission to save his kingdom. Rin leaves behind the forest she
loves to ﬁnd herself. Spun from a classic German fairy tale, master storyteller Shannon Hale
weaves together a series that is equal parts fantastical and romantic, with unforgettable
protagonists to root for at its center. Now all together in a single volume, readers will dive into a
world of hidden magic, epic quests, and above all, friendship.
Austenland Shannon Hale 2013 The funny, charming novel for Jane Austen fans, from New York
Times-bestselling author Shannon Hale.
Princess Academy Shannon Hale 2010-05-03 Fourteen-year-old Miri lives on a mountain where
her ancestors have quarried stone and lived in poverty for generations. Then just before winter's
ﬁrst snowfall, a delegation from the lowlands arrive with exciting news. The king's priests have
divined that her small village is the home of the future princess. In a year's time, the prince will
come himself and chose his bride from among the girls of the village. The king's ministers set up
an academy on the mountain, where every girl of age will be sent to learn the skills of a princess.
But there is no way Miri can prepare herself for what lies in store.
Princess Academy: Palace of Stone Shannon Hale 2013-06-06 This long-awaited follow-up to
Newbery Honor winner Princess Academy hit the New York Times bestseller list in the ﬁrst week of
US publication. A rich and compelling fantasy about one girl's journey to discover where her home
and heart truly belong in a divided world is reminiscent of the best writing by authors like Eva
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Ibbotson and Cornelia Funke. With a chance to study at the university and live at the Queen's
Castle, Miri leaves village life and is thrust into the bustling chaos of the city. Her best friend,
Britta, has been chosen by the Prince of Asland to be his bride, and the royal wedding is fast
approaching. But helping Britta prepare for her future is not an easy task. When Miri discovers a
secret plot against the royal court - which is motivated by good - she feels torn. Will she choose
loyalty to the princess, or reform for the people? As Miri struggles to resolve this dilemma in her
own mind, her heart is suﬀering: an old love comforts her; a new crush consumes her; she yearns
for her homeland. Can Miri ﬁnd her way in this new place, or will she be considered a traitor? The
fate of the kingdom is at stake.
Real Friends Shannon Hale 2017-05-02 “Fresh and funny.” —New York Times Book Review
Newbery Honor author Shannon Hale and New York Times bestselling illustrator LeUyen Pham join
forces in this graphic memoir about how hard it is to ﬁnd your real friends—and why it's worth the
journey. When best friends are not forever . . . Shannon and Adrienne have been best friends ever
since they were little. But one day, Adrienne starts hanging out with Jen, the most popular girl in
class and the leader of a circle of friends called The Group. Everyone in The Group wants to be
Jen's #1, and some girls would do anything to stay on top . . . even if it means bullying others.
Now every day is like a roller coaster for Shannon. Will she and Adrienne stay friends? Can she
stand up for herself? And is she in The Group—or out? Parents Magazine Best Graphic Novel of
2017 A School Library Journal Best Book of 2017 A Chicago Public Library Best Book of 2017 A
2017 Booklist Youth Editors' Choice A 2018 YALSA Great Graphic Novel
This Book Is Not for You! Shannon Hale 2022-04-19 From New York Times bestselling and
Newbery Honor–winning author Shannon Hale and award-winning illustrator Tracy Subisak, comes
a zany picture book that pokes fun at overly gendered notions of "boy books" and "girl books" and
celebrates the pleasure of a good book. Stanley’s thrilled for bookmobile day—until the old man at
the window refuses to lend him the story he wants, all because it features a girl. “Girl books” are
only for girls, the book man insists, just like cat books are only for cats and robot books are only
for robots. But when a dinosaur arrives at the bookmobile and successfully demands a book about
ponies, Stanley musters the courage to ask for the tale he really wants—about a girl adventurer
ﬁghting pirates on the open seas. By speaking up, Stanley inspires the people, cats, robots, and
goats around him to read more stories outside their experiences and enjoy the pleasure of a good
book of their choosing.
The Unfairest of Them All Shannon Hale 2014 It's the aftermath of Legacy Day, the day when
the students at Ever After High are supposed to pledge to follow in their fairytale parents'
footsteps, and everyone is in a huﬀ and a puﬀ! Raven Queen, daughter of the Evil Queen, has
refused to sign the Storybook of Legends, rejecting her story - and putting everyone else's in
jeopardy. The Royal Apple White doesn't want to think Raven is being a rebellious pain, but
Raven's choice means Apple might never get the poisoned apple, Prince Charming, and a
kingdom to rule. Behind Apple stands the Royals, those who want to play by the book and
embrace their stories. The Rebels, supporters of Raven, believe in breaking free from destiny and
writing their own stories. But when the chaos and rivalry land wonderlandiful Madeline Hatter in
trouble, Raven and Apple must bring the Royals and the Rebels together to shut the book on their
feud before it threatens to end all of their Happily Ever Afters once and for all. Mirror, Mirror on
the Wall...Who's the Unfairest of Them All? Don't miss the ﬁrst book, Ever After High: The
Storybook of Legends!
Princess Academy: The Forgotten Sisters Shannon Hale 2015-06-04 Miri thought her time at the
palace was over until she gets some last-minute homework from the King – she must travel to the
farthest reaches of the Kingdom and set up her own Princess Academy. There she must prepare
three distant royal relatives for marriage to a prince. But who are these forgotten sisters? Don't
miss the Princess Academy story as Miri embarks on a new quest! Fans of Shannon Hale, and the
ever-popular Ever After High, won't want to miss this gorgeously woven return to the bestselling,
award-winning series.
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The Princess in Black and the Bathtime Battle Shannon Hale 2019-11-26 Something smells
like trouble! Can ﬁve princess heroes and one Goat Avenger pool their talents to vanquish a
monstrous stink? The Princess in Black is in a very stinky situation. A foul cloud is plaguing the
goat pasture, and it smells worse than a pile of dirty diapers or a trash can on a hot summer day.
But every time the Princess in Black and her friend the Goat Avenger manage to get rid of the
odor, they accidentally blow it to another kingdom! Other masked heroes and their trusty
companions show up to help, but how do you battle a stench when your ninja moves fail? Fans
with a nose for slapstick will be tickled to see the six stalwart friends join their wits to take on an
impossibly beastly stink.
Transmedia Storytelling Jennifer Camden 2018-12-14 This volume charts the evolution of
Pemberley Digital’s transmedia adaptations of nineteenth-century novels in order to interrogate
the uneasy relationship between transmedia storytelling and consumer culture. It ﬁrst examines
two Austen-centered ﬁlms, Lost in Austen and Austenland, that present “immersive” Austen
experiences that anticipate Pemberley Digital’s transmedia adaptations, bridging traditional ﬁlm
adaptations and transmedia’s participatory culture. Subsequent chapters turn to Pemberley
Digital’s transmedia adaptations of Austen’s and Shelley’s novels to argue that, although such
adaptations may appear feminist in their emphasis on female protagonists, their larger narratives
expose a subtext of anxiety about unstable gender roles, ﬁnancial vulnerability, and the
undervaluation of career-speciﬁc skill sets, both for the characters and the production company
itself. The study provides a robust theoretical framework within which to read transmedia
adaptations of “classic literature,” illuminating both the potential of, and the challenges facing,
digital and transmedia storytellers and participants.
Best Friends Shannon Hale 2019-08-27 A National and New York Times Bestseller! The creators
of Real Friends Shannon Hale and LeUyen Pham are back with a true story about popularity, ﬁrst
crushes, and ﬁnding your own path in the graphic novel, Best Friends. Follow your heart. Find your
people. Sixth grade is supposed to be perfect. Shannon’s got a sure spot in the in-crowd called
The Group, and her best friend is their leader, Jen, the most popular girl in school. But the rules
are always changing, and Shannon has to scramble to keep up. She never knows which TV shows
are cool, what songs to listen to, and who she’s allowed to talk to. Who makes these rules,
anyway? And does Shannon have to follow them? A School Library Journal Best Book of 2019 A
Chicago Public Library Best of the Best Book of 2019 A National Public Radio (NPR) Best Book of
2019 One of NBC Today's 26 Best Kids' Books of 2019 2020 Bank Street College of Education Best
Children's Books of the Year List
Midnight in Austenland Shannon Hale 2013 New York Times bestselling author Shannon Hale
oﬀers up mystery, romance, and a lot of fun in this modern homage to Jane Austen.
Enna Burning Shannon Hale 2010-05-03 Enna and Princess Ani became fast friends in The Goose
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Girl, but now that Ani is married to Prince Geric, Enna returns to the forest. Then Enna's simple life
changes for ever when she learns of her power to wield ﬁre. Enna is convinced that she can use
her ability for good - to ﬁght Tira, the kingdom threatening the Bayern borders. But the power of
the ﬁre grows stronger and she is soon barely able to control it. Enna becomes more and more
reckless and is captured by the Tiran army. A handsome and manipulative young captain drugs
and holds Enna prisoner until Ani and her old friends Finn, and Razo attempt to free her. But has
the desire to burn already gone too far?
Friends Forever Sneak Peek Shannon Hale 2021-07-13 Download a FREE sneak peek of
Friends Forever by Shannon Hale; illustrated by LeUyen Pham. Following up their megabestselling Real Friends and Best Friends graphic memoirs, Shannon Hale and LeUyen Pham are
back with Friends Forever, a story about learning to love yourself exactly as you are. Shannon is
in eighth grade, and life is more complicated than ever. Everything keeps changing, her
classmates are starting to date each other (but nobody wants to date her!), and no matter how
hard she tries, Shannon can never seem to just be happy. As she works through her insecurities
and undiagnosed depression, she worries about disappointing all the people who care about her.
Is something wrong with her? Can she be the person everyone expects her to be? And who does
she actually want to be? With their signature humor, warmth, and insight, Shannon Hale and
LeUyen Pham have crafted another incredible love letter to their younger selves and to readers
everywhere, a reminder to us all that we are enough.
Calamity Jack Shannon Hale 2014-11-03 Co-written by New York Times bestselling and Newbery
Honor winning author Shannon Hale, this sequel to the highly acclaimed Rapunzel's Revenge is a
hilarious tall tale about Jack, his beanstalk . . . and his best-friend-with-wicked-braids, Rapunzel.
Jack likes to think of himself as a criminal mastermind . . . with an unfortunate amount of bad
luck. A schemer, plotter, planner, trickster, swindler . . . maybe even thief? One ﬁne day Jack picks
a target a little more giant than the usual, and one little bean turns into a great big buildingdestroying beanstalk. With help from Rapunzel (and her trusty braids), a pixie from Jack's past,
and a man with inventions from the future, they just might out-swindle the evil giants and put his
beloved city back in the hands of good people . . . while catapulting themselves and readers into
another fantastical adventure. Don't miss any of these other books from New York Times
bestselling author Shannon Hale: Graphic Novels with Dean Hale, illustrated by Nathan Hale
Rapunzel's Revenge Calamity Jack The Books of Bayern The Goose Girl Enna Burning River
Secrets Forest Born The Princess Academy trilogy Princess Academy Princess Academy: Palace of
Stone Princess Academy: The Forgotten Sisters Book of a Thousand Days Dangerous For Adults
Austenland Midnight in Austenland The Actor and the Housewife
The Actor and the Housewife Shannon Hale 2010-06-08 This magical story explores what could
happen when one woman's not-so-secret celebrity crush walks right into real life and changes
everything.
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